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TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
 
The technology requirement for high school graduation, only applicable to the classes of 2018-2020, can be fulfilled by taking 
any of the technology courses.  
 
Digital Age: Processors to Programs Semester 7-8 
This course provides students with an applicable overview of computing systems in the digital age. Students will 
learn about internal and external components necessary to build modern computers, from smartphones and 
desktops to embedded devices. This course will cover the role of the operating system and survey several different 
platforms. Hands-on labs will investigate how to identify components, assemble a computer, and use a computer 
to control external devices. In the second part of the semester, students will dive into computer science concepts, 
logical and algorithmic thinking, and software programming using various languages. This class is recommended 
for students interested in computers and eager to take more advanced technology classes in high school. 
Prerequisites: None. 
 
Introduction to Cinematics – JH  Semester 7-8 
This course is designed for creativity! Students will discover the techniques of digital video production. They will 
develop ideas, create storyboards, write shooting scripts, and record and edit projects. After-school hours may 
also be necessary. Dedication is required. 
 
Robotics Engineering and Programming – JH Semester 7-8 
This junior high technology elective course is designed to introduce students to the world of robotics, engineering, 
and programming.  It allows teachers to teach STEM concepts utilizing the LEGO Mindstorms EV3 Robots.  
Students learn how to build robots and program basic robot behaviors using motors and rotation, sound, light, 
touch and ultrasonic sensors.  Labs and projects are designed to encourage independent study, creativity, and 
cooperative teamwork.  Key educational concepts in mathematics, engineering design, tradeoffs, system 
integration, hypothesis and observation, measurement and analysis, and documentation will be reinforced. 
 
Audio Engineering and Production Semester 9-12 
This course is designed to introduce students to digital audio production. In this course, students will learn the 
following methodologies and basics: recording, producing, distinction of music genres, digital management ethics, 
digital audio history, introduction to music theory, and the science of sound.  In conjunction with this training, 
students will be able to learn how to properly use the necessary sound equipment and Logic Pro X for OSX for 
audio production. 
 
Broadcasting Year/Semester 9-12 
This course will explore many aspects of broadcasting, which include the following: creating dynamic  
announcements, use of the equipment, news writing, directing and announcing techniques, and learning a  
production workflow. Dedication is required. The course begins promptly at 7:05 a.m., and work after school 
may be necessary. 
Prerequisites: A completed application. 
Note: This class will meet Z period only. 
 
Introduction to Cinematography Semester 9-12 
Cinematography is for those who have the desire to create unique images and filming styles through the medium 
of high definition video. We will study what makes good lighting, lens choice, composition and continuity. 
Students' portfolios will be showcased. 
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TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT (CONT’D) 
 
Computer Aided Design (CAD)  Semester 9-12 
In this course, computer-aided design (CAD) and drafting is taught using AutoCAD software. Students will  
learn basic drafting techniques, geometric constructions, and how to read and create two-dimensional and three-
dimensional working drawings. This course will emphasize the use of AutoCAD in an architectural context,  
but is also recommended for students interested in engineering and technical fields. 
Prerequisites: Completion of or concurrent enrollment in Geometry. 
 
Comp. Programming for Android Devices Semester 9-12 
This course will introduce object-oriented programming tools to create applications for modern computing  
platforms. Topics include planning and design, algorithms and pseudo-code, logic/conditionals, and  
debugging techniques. Students will use Android software tools to design and create apps for Android devices.  
Units will cover the architecture of an app including its components, properties, behaviors, function calls, and  
parameters. Exercises and labs will demonstrate event-driven programming, graphics and drawing, and  
animation. For the final project, students will use these skills to design an app or game for Android  
smartphones. 
 
Introduction to Computer Science Year 10-12 
This course provides an overview of computer science and its related disciplines. Students will begin with the  
language of computers, and the binary system and how it is used to represent numbers, text, images, and logic.  
Additional units cover file systems and Graphical User Interfaces. Students will also be introduced to  
computer programming by using Python. Students will work hands-on in a computer lab, completing projects 
that demonstrate the skills learned. Group projects will consist of the process of software development, software 
design, implementation, and real-world application.   
 
AP Computer Science Principles  ^ Year 11-12  
This course is centered around seven big ideas: creativity, abstraction, data and information, algorithms, 
programming, the Internet, and global impact.  The course will emphasize computational thinking practices. 
Students will be expected to connect computing to other disciplines, create computational artifacts and 
communicate their purpose, use abstraction and analysis to develop models for solving complex problems, and 
work effectively in teams.  This course will prepare students for the throughcourse assessment that asks students 
to both explore the implications of computing innovations and create a computer application. The course follows 
the College Board recommended curriculum. 
Prerequisite: Completion of Algebra 2 with an A (not A-), or Algebra 2 Honors with a B- or higher and AP 
Committee approval. 
 
Digital Age: Systems and Security Semester 9-12 
This course will introduce students to the foundational concepts of computing and digital citizenship. Students 
will start by learning about binary systems and how computers read and display information to function 
efficiently. To understand these principles, students will do project-based assignments using various 
applications.  Upon gaining an understanding of how computers operate, students will then begin to uncover their 
own role as a user in the digital age.  Topics covered will include digital ethics, system securities, ethical hacking, 
and digital footprints.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
^ Earns an extra grade point 
 Pending UC approval 
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TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT (CONT’D) 
 
Digital Photography Semester 9-12 
Learn digital photography! This hands-on course will introduce fundamental principles and techniques of SLR  
photography in the digital format. Students will utilize elements of visual design and composition to develop  
an “eye” for evaluating and creating images. Students will use camera equipment to gain a working knowledge  
of manual technical exposure control techniques, ideally being able to use digital SLR cameras proficiently at  
the end of the course. In addition, students will become familiar with basic editing and management of  
photographic images utilizing editing programs such as Adobe Camera Raw, Photoshop, or Lightroom. 
Access to a digital SLR is highly recommended, but not required. 
 
Technical Theatre Semester  9-12 
Technical Theatre combines the theories of design and stagecraft with the construction and operation of the 
various elements of technical theatre. Students are provided with opportunities to develop stagecraft skills; learn 
various techniques and practices in lighting, sound, and theater safety; and learn effective stage management. 
Students are made aware of the career opportunities in technical theatre. They also analyze live theatre 
performances so that they can determine appropriate technical requirements for a variety of theatrical works.   
 
Yearbook Year 11-12  
This class is responsible for capturing the events of the current year in the creation of The King’s Academy  
Yearbook. The teacher serves solely as advisor to the students who make up the Yearbook Staff. The staff is  
comprised of editors, design artists, photographers and writers. Each member of the staff will learn to assemble  
yearbook pages, and develop photography, layout design, and journalistic writing skills. The yearbook is  
produced online using Josten’s application, Yearbook Avenue, along with Adobe Photoshop.  
All staff positions are filled by application and acceptance by the current Advisor and editors. If accepted to the  
Yearbook Staff, the student may only drop due to schedule conflicts. 
Prerequisites: A completed application accompanied by a recommendation letter from a current teacher. 
 

 
  


